
D E S I G N  I N S P I R AT I O N
three distinct spaces featuring Fabricut’s newest collections



modern boho.



simple. layered.relaxed.
modern boho.

This room was designed to showcase Fabricut’s warm, textural and 
tribal inspired fabrics and trimmings. Our designers created a modern 
boho living space with earthy-neutral tones and layered textures.

By using clean-lined, modern furniture pieces alongside a classic sofa 
profile, we were able to incorporate many different textures and 
patterns into this one room - creating a cohesive and relaxed space.

SHOP THIS COLLECTION ONLINE 



feminine.



fresh.
chic.bright.

feminine.
With this room our designers wanted to create a bright, fresh and 
feminine take on a breakfast nook. The ikat pleated shade helps pull 
this color palette together for a timeless look.

We incorporated trendier elements, like the tufted banquette and fl at 
roman shades, into this design while creating a space that was both 
usable and bright.

SHOP THIS COLLECTION ONLINE 



new traditional.



warm.inviting.textural.
new traditional.

Our designers were inspired by the colors of the Southwest for this 
inviting, new traditional living room. Using muted shades of more 
traditional colors – red and blue – updates this space and provides a 
broader palette that could work in almost any environment. 

We love how this scheme pairs patterns with textures, a desert-
inspired palette with pops of fresh color, and trimming details to 
create warm and welcoming space.

SHOP THIS COLLECTION ONLINE 



800.999.8200    |    fabricut.com

Modern Boho Room:
AQUAINTANCE - Charcoal (Sofa) . DUFFIELD - Charcoal (Ottoman)  

ZONOLITE - Coal (Chair) . SOUND MIXING - Safari (Pouf) 
SANDBRIDGE - Linen (Trim) . FRISKE - Ivory (Draperies) . VIDEOGRAPHER - Ivory (Pillows)  

PREQUEL STRIPE - Onyx (Pillow) . SANDBRIDGE - Onyx (Trim) . MATADOR - Caviar (Pillows)

Feminine Room:
BOULE - Beige (Roman Shade) . LAUREN - Gold (Trim)  

LIVIA - Sail (Pillows) . WHATLEY - Berry (Welt) . BECKWITH - Butter (Pillows, Welt, Napkins)  
WHATLEY - Berry (Napkins) . FELLAS - Sail (Banquette) . FLASHBACK - Blue (Chair Cushions)

New Traditional Room:
FOREIGN FILM - Pompeii (Chairs) . CONCIERGE - Mineral (Sofa)  

PEMBERTON - Frost (Draperies) . SCI FI DIAMOND - Aqua (Pillows)  
FREEZE FRAME - Sienna (Pillows) . PROTAGONIST - Persian (Pillows)  

BRACKETT - Navy (Pillows) . FELLAS - Flax (Pillows) . MABOLO - Aegean (Trim)


